The paper concerns problematics of the language of cinema and philosophical questions related to it: what kind of future cinema opened to the mankind, what price does it pay for video dreams, and how, from a technical toy, cinema has become a creator of the major myths of the mankind? Review of the cinema history and the main cinema genres represented in the paper are of current interest in the year of the 150 th anniversary of the cinema inventor Louis Jean Lumiere, the 90 th anniversary of "Mosfilm" and series of the world's great directors and actors' anniversaries.
why there is nothing more tempting then to stop, to capture a particular moment between the past and the future.
The century of the Great Dream of humanity -the Renaissance, was the first to respond to this temptation. Leonardo da Vinci, among many of his experiments experimented with the "moving pictures".
One of the countless "technical toys" -the camera obscura, created in 1685, finalized inventor's task that seemed unachievable for several centuries: to fix the image of objects' continuous movement in a tangible medium and to project the movement on the screen. To solve this problem it was necessary to invent:
firstly, a flexible light-sensitive film, secondly, a chronophotography camera and, thirdly, a fast changing images projector. By the end of the 19 th century, humanity was quite ready for these inventions.
As the time of cinema historically came, it appeared almost simultaneously, but in different places. Time difference of the achieved inventions in different parts of the world was at least one year.
By the way, there were a considerable number of our compatriots among the cinema pioneers.
Russian photographer Ivan Boldyrev was the first who invented nonflammable film as early as in 1878 -81. Americans Hannibal Goodwin (1887 and George Eastman (1889) created flammable film almost ten years later.
-495 - The basis of all the inventions is "moving pictures" on the screen and a plot twist that makes this movement interesting and entertaining. Here is a young lady noticed a gentleman, who showed interest in her, there was an acquaintance, there was a waltz after the flowers and explanations in the moonlight. And here are church bells chimes -but that's not the bells, but an alarm clock that dissipates half-reality, half-dream and half-vision. The "Magic Lantern"-the cinema precursor was so plain about 120 years ago, but it already claimed the mission of illusionist and dreams architect.
Despite the global inventive cinema boom, only three countries were in a pool of the There is an amazing regularity: the higher technological potential of cinema is, the more we 
So which of the world's cultural analogues
can be used to describe the language of cinema?
As it has the ability of direct contact of an image with the objects depicted, we can address to, let us say, the ancient writing. They are both words and images simultaneously. In some period of the European peoples' history words and images in our culture were divided as two For who of the contemporaries today knows for sure which of the films created today will make it into history and then will be called a masterpiece, and which will not?
The 20s of the last century became a time of the American cinema celebration, and brought Hollywood standards to the world. It was the time of the cinema main genres formation, which, as it is characteristic to art, according to the Greek poet Archilochus, quite reproduced "the rhythm that is hidden in the life of mankind". One of the first and the most popular genres of the cinema history is comedy, where almost the first tests became a cult film. They are associated with the name of legendary Charlie Chaplin, whose 125 th birth anniversary the entire world celebrates these days.
The language of Chaplin's comedies -from clowning to pantomime -was a triumph of silent films and revealed the true cinema of motion to the world, the unique rise of pictorialism of this form of art. It was an amazing hit in the sacral area of human culture -the connection of laughter as a synonym for entertainment, social therapy and genuinely folk notions of moral and justice. An
Australian Allan Pease claims that body language is almost impossible to fake; it is the language of sincerity and emotions expression that a common verbal dialogue easily hides or distorts. Charlie
Chaplin revealed the perfection of body language to the world, his "bodily revelation", such naïvefunny and touching, shook the world against the background of "the gold rush", that developed into "The Great Depression", and, hence, revaluation of many Western values.
Laughter "by Chaplin" is ambivalent; it is laughter, at the same time, over others and over oneself, close to the folklore sacred laughter. Girenko, Russian culture will not be particularly affected by it, as, in contrast to Europe, it has always been closer not to the conceptual, but to demonstration system (3).
Thus, blip thinking formation is an objective defensive reaction to the increased pace of life and the speed of information dissemination, the growth in its volume, increase in the number of simultaneous events and actions, as well as the number of current discourses and communications.
This thinking is largely inferior to the verbal one:
it is fragmented and discontinuous, simplistic and superficial. According to the school teachers, modern students write essays well and write bad recitals as they poorly understand and recite the thoughts of others, as well as they badly get into the meaning of what they have read. Every year the vector of students on the planet development is more and more shifted from concentration to reactivity.
Of course there are "pluses": "the man of screen" has faster reactions, he is able to do many things at the same time, dynamism in action.
Riot police soldiers around the world are trained according to the principles of "blip" perception:
it is priceless when a decision must be taken in a split second. In fact, the solder learns and absorbs a mosaic of one or another situation characteristics As modern young people read much less than our generation and, hence, less often train their creative imagination, it is more difficult for them to survive in a fight with The Great Dictator of Someone Else's Imagination. And the more convincing these film illusions are, the more technical and more aesthetic the mass movie becomes -the elite cinema, the less chances are there is for each of us individually, and the mass of cinemagoers in general to win this war.
Why in the "war" rather than a "game"?
Because sometimes the loss is not a toy -means of cinema imperceptibly shape our ideals, subvert hitherto existing norms, create idols, destroy reputations and confidently lead the masses of people to the objectives dictated by different ideologies and social mythologies. Among the latter, there are very important and necessary for the mankind ones, for example, religions that embodied humanist ideals. Generally, ideas and myths have always existed, exist and will exist, as long as humanity exists. Do you want to become advocates or preachers of some views and opinions? You are welcome. The most important thing is that you fully understand that and act consciously.
Emotionally loaded picture, spiced by mythological sense dominants is the basis of the blind trust formation. It is quite simple to achieve this trust, as films don't refer us to the reality, but to the ideas of it. Hence, even in the West that has already got used to the consumer "chewing gums", the voices of common sense about the need of "visual literacy" for young people, because not all the images can be consumed as "fast food", sound constantly.
Cinema itself is not an idea and not a myth.
It is a technical and aesthetic phenomenon, the film industry capable to manipulate public consciousness effectively. Manipulation in psychology is an action with hidden intentions.
The most effective is the action that is made least noticeable to us. And here we translate the images and stereotypes from films, and, hence, it rightly claims to be the "heart of human culture of the 20 th -21 st centuries". Due to its generality and massive scale of expansion it is perceived as "a threat to civilization". Because cinema is the only phantom in its kind that does not have "its constant" audience, like other arts. Its audience is all the humanity. So what is cinema? A mirror of culture or a hammer of civilization?
One thing is evident: cinema was and remains the illusion of time, history and human destiny. But an active and formative illusion.
People came to a cinema show -strict, indifferent, with their thoughts and concerns. A film "erased" this emotional background, bringing them to the world of the heroes' feelings and attitudes. And these viewers leave the cinema hall absolutely different. Martin Scorsese writes in this regard: "This is an exciting time we live in, as we don't know what will happen tomorrow, and let alone in a week. And we don't have another choice but to learn to accept a stream of these moving pictures as a language. We need to understand what we see in front of us, and find a way to comprehend all this (8)". We have to comprehend not only in a film itself, but the consequences of its dominance in the human culture in the last century and a half.
